
An invaluable tool for recognizing downed firefighters. Features “Auto
On” that provides you with the assurance that your PASS device is turned
on automatically when accountability key is removed, activating device into
the “Sensing” mode. When there is a lack of motion for approximately 18-23
seconds, the Super Pass activates into “Pre-Alarm” mode accompanied by
sweeping audio signal and pulsing LED display. After approximately 30-35
seconds of lack of motion the unit will go into “Full Alarm” mode with a loud alarm signal varying
in pitch and constant rapid pulsing LED display. Other Features: When in the “Sensing” mode the
Super Pass can be put into “Alarm” mode any time by pressing the “Alarm” button. To turn the
unit off simply replace the accountability key or press the reset buttons simultaneously. The unique
Accountability Storage Key snaps onto the Super Pass and features a clear identification window
which can be used to personalize the keys with photos, names, numbers, bar codes, etc. Case is
made of rugged, high-temperature, impact-resistant and translucent
polycarbonate plastic that glows when LEDs are activated. Uses 9v
alkaline battery. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

Air Mask Paks protect 
expensive SCBA masks
from damage due to casual
storage, and meet OSHA
guidelines for personalized
equipment. Darley Mask Paks
are mildew-resistant, which is a
big plus when storing a wet
mask. And all Air Mask Paks are
made from 1000 Denier
Cordura nylon, to withstand
heavy use. Comes with a 
side-release metal snap hook and
reflective tape. Ship wt. 1 lb. 

AZ106 Darley Air Mask Pak $24.95

AS065 SCBA Mask Bag, Yellow - 9"x9"x6" $23.95

Bottom
Opening

This 400 denier nylon SCBA
mask bag is lined with soft
flannel fabric to prevent
scratches to the face piece.
Velcro® closure, D-ring for
hanging and an ID window. 
It fits all current SCBA masks.
Measures 14"Hx6"D. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

Made from heavy Cordura® nylon. Bottom opening style holds your air 
mask while leaving it attached to the regulator. Hangs by a spring snap. 
Top opening style has a hook/loop closure flap with four brass grommets
for mounting. Ship. wt. 1 lb.
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With Accountability Storage Key

SCBA Air Mask Bag

Specify color: Red or Yellow

AF108 Air Mask Bag - 14"Hx9"Wx6"D $25.95
AF763 Air Mask Bag - 14"Hx10"Wx4"D $22.95

Air Mask Bag

AM051 Super Pass II, Lack of Motion $258.95
AM052 Super Pass II, Lack of Motion Plus Temperature Sensing $277.95

Color: Red
AW107 Air Mask Bag $12.95

C F

A Alarm Button
B Reset Buttons
C Grip Clip
D LEDs 
E Sound Ports
F Accountability Key
G Translucent Case 

Top
Opening

AF108 

Built for rugged use and maximum protection, these 
yellow SCBA bags are constructed of heavy-duty vinyl
with Velcro® closures and overlapping side panels. Large
pull tabs allow for fast removal of masks.

SCBA Mask Bags

Darley Air Mask Pak

Auto on
Accountability

Grip clip
Rugged construction

More bags in
Turnout (p66 - 90)

Super Pass II™ - Meets NFPA

PASS devices are
NFPA mandated
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Lack of motion and
temperature sensing
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